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Caroline Smith is an Atlanta native. She has an MFA in creative

writing from Queens University in Charlotte, NC, and a BA in English

Literature from Pacific Lutheran University. While at PLU, she fell in

love with editing and storytelling. She has edited over 500

manuscripts, and in collaboration with one of her authors, won an

IBPA Gold Ben Franklin Award for excellence in editorial and design.

She is currently the COO of Atlanta-based Tandem Light Press and

also enjoys working with clients on an individual basis. 

When she's not writing or editing, she enjoys reading romance

novels and dark fantasy, creating workshops on meditation and

natural wellness, studying for yoga teacher training, and dreaming

about living in Scotland. She lives on a small farm in North Georgia

with her three wild and wonderful children and a menagerie of

animals.

A B O U T  M E

In Media

Caroline has a podcast for writers called "Inspiration to

Publication" where she walks writers through the steps of writing

and various forms of publishing. 

 

She has been a repeat guest on Dr. Pamela Larde's radio

program, "The Live Exchange," a guest speaker at Write the

Vision Writers Conference, and interviewed on several webinars

and podcasts. 

 

Facebook: Caroline Smith - Editor

and Author Coach

Instagram: @editor_caroline

TikTok: @mindbodybook

LinkedIn: Caroline Smith

Website: editorcaroline.com

Email: info@editorcaroline.com



B O O K S

A grieving PI meets a sick woman he feels compelled to help. A veteran returns
from war unsure of his place in the world. A mysterious pack of dogs show up
to protect a woman recovering from an abusive relationship. A woman
struggles with isolation and a misbehaving sewing machine during a
pandemic. 

Caroline Smith’s stories weave myth and realism into a modern Southern
Gothic world, reimagined. They are filled with the tragedy and struggle of what
makes us human, always with unexpected twists and turns. 

Gripping and darkly funny, these are stories of men and women who know
what it means to suffer and remind us of our shared humanity through that
experience. Exploring mythos and morality through a contemporary lens, these
characters take us on a suspenseful journey wondering just what will happen
next with the turn of each page. 
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